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[another,] Movie Notes 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

tag[s]: while, the publications get ironed out; and while I go to court for being homeless; over and 

again …, go patrol science! , comprehension of streams, religion talk, reporting studies  

 

 

On: 71618 

theme: while that bitch tracks me to see how loud my internal speakers are, uh.  

First; the brief: what do you think about the cited: venom like trajectory that everyone sees through 

time, no time; against the cited: columbia like backdrop; does it [the image] seem biblical? The cue 

connection might be connecting the movie range; hard to imagine in like the comparative caste-system 

non-androgynous culture still just under mainstream, … but to the obvious actual and actualized 

religious scene; and this is how to purvey uh, any movie. Farther; might you apply this to any art form 

and any analysis form; how to understand the biblical/religious connection from such a look. And this iss 

–n’t to press for example any specific religious tradition upon one, an individual, or any such group 

size, … instead to comprehend; that [as in] religious knowledge through mainstream, stream availability.  

 

Next, continuation of cues: the point of spider an actual, group of and such: is the out-stream of non-

barren movement;  
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Then the beginning set to children; the point at which one usually learns versions of possible movement; 

Inter-personals: perhaps these children would be more interested or rather even more interested; 

because they are interested to a certain point; if you become their additional movement instructor and-

or movement pontificator … 

and in regular culture: what is movement instruction when even the children already know how to 

“move” well enough already 

theme music citation: outcast the way you move 

 

 

Next; ever notice; that at least this cited: mary jane; 

Uh, since I’m not so recalling familiar with the comic strip, … 

How she always looks like she’s had that experience just barely seen; of extreme trauma; and 

unfortunately including violence; you can almost see the contusions of violence acted out in acting 

depiction.  
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The scene of dramatic sight, watching, almost with the overlooking action of seen voyeurism; [a play 

setting within a movie] points to an unfolding truth; of looking away from the action of unjust [and its 

infliction] of trauma, … [connected to her morbidity in expression] 

Dramatic Watch; in the face of this cited: mary jane’s  

Emotional morbidity; tells us to look and not look away; perhaps then, this early portion of this movie; 

only uh, 6 minutes or so in; is the artistic manifestation; of how to cognize police-like and police reports.  

 

Then the obvious point to the biblical; even using the traditional Christian like motif is cited: Mary Jane,  

The character of Jesus [?] [and why not cited: Peter P.]; with the mention of a friend’s father 

as in cited: Lord, the Father 

 

 


